PLATFORM MATADOR
LADDERS
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Rear-Mount Platforms:

Designed for the most critical situations, the Matador series allows you

85 in 3 sections, 101 in 3 sections,

to respond with a maximum amount of power and performance.

104 in 4 sections

   

   

          
maintains and eliminates stress on wiring components.
 
Even if we put a lot of emphasis on safety and ease of operation,
we have not overlooked maintenance. For example, the main
bearing bolts can be checked and tightened from the top and the
         

 

 

control tower on the bearing, it has three doors with removable
panels.


    

   

    

   



stops and starts without jerking by eliminating sudden movements
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that might be caused by the operators.

PLATFORM MATADOR
LADDERS
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The main design component of the ladders is safety. They are


  

 

 

     

and are designed to keep the climbing area free of obstructions.

The ladder control panel has a loadminder gauge, a 2- or
        

Electronically-controlled hydraulic valves ensure steady and
precise ladder extension, elevation and rotation. We also have
optional controls allowing ladder operation from a distance of
over 300 feet.
A “Soft Touch” system ensures ultra smooth operation
and lets you choose between regular or low speed when the
ladder is positioned for particularly challenging maneuvers.

when the stabilizers are not fully deployed. A programmable
speed based on ladder elevation and stabilizer deployment.
In addition, an anticollision system eliminates the possibility
of a collision on the vehicle and an automatic positioning
system aligned and repositioned on its base facilitates the
operator’s job.
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To give your next ladder or platform maximum protection
against corrosion and oxidation, order Dura+, a hot-dipped
galvanized coating, an exclusive, patent-pending process.
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The “Smart Truck” system lets you operate the ladder even
logic device allows for ladder extension while controlling the
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feet. They can be lowered up to a -12 degree angle for easier entry
and exit and are equipped with different features such as
breathable air, 110-volt outlets, auxiliary water, connections, etc.

This unique feature protects the steel tubing inside and out.
You’ll get a maintenance-free ladder with a durability that’s
guaranteed for 25 years.
An option is available with the galvanized steel ladder painted.
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from high strength steel. Thanks to their greater durability and
rigidity, we can certify them to a height of 109 feet.
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A large number of accessories can be installed on the different
sections of the ladder, such as axes, pike poles, portable ladders,
stretchers, etc.
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All ladders have been tested to meet NFPA and ULC standards.

